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Why waste time planning -
 Can’t we just get to work???

• Unrealistic objectives are difficult 
to achieve!! 

• Early failure often leads to project 
abandonment  

• Limited resources can be wasted 
on poor results without planning

• Your citizen taxpayers or 
customers deserve to see their 
money spent well 

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
The most typical response to the discovery of a plant invasion is “Why waste time planning??  Can’t we just get to work??”  [Read Slide]�



Management Planning
 

Gathering Information
 

Setting Goals
 

Selecting Actions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
There are three steps that you need to follow in a comprehensive management planning process:  Gathering Information, Setting Goals and Selecting Actions.�



Management Planning
 

Gathering Information
 

Setting Goals
 

Selecting Actions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s begin with Gathering Information.  This will be the most labor-intensive component of the planning process, but also the most important.  You might be surprised by how much you refer back to the information gathered here.  I believe it is impossible to make a truly realistic plan unless you’ve considered all of the following first!�



• Site Description
– Ecological significance
– Topography, Geology, Soils
– Rare species
– Site history

• Facilities

• Neighbors

Gathering Information

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
	First, we begin with the Site Description.  What ecological significance does the site hold?  What native plant communities are present?  Is it an important riparian buffer?  Vital habitat for grassland birds?  Learning about the site’s topography, geology and soils will be particularly helpful in selecting appropriate herbicides and in predicting the behavior of an invasive species.  For example, you don’t want to use Transline to treat spotted knapweed if you have sandy soils, since it readily translocates.  Knowing what rare species you have and mapping there locations is also essential, as your invasive plant management may put them at risk without proper precautions.  By learning the site history, you may gain insight into the past source of invasive plants and site disturbances.
	Facilities information simply means mapping out the site’s roads, trails, fire breaks, parking lots, fences and structures.  This information will often lead you to sources of spread of an invasive plant.  Check on the status of gates and fences – are people gaining unsanctioned access through a gap in the fence, and bringing invasives into your property?
	Knowing who your neighbors are and, even better, being on good terms with them, can be vital to invasive plant management.  We all know of situations where we have worked so hard to control invasives on OUR property, only to have new seeds brought in from the neighbor’s property.  Look up your neighbors in the plat book, find out there address and phone number.  Bring over some fresh-baked bread to introduce yourself!�



• Uses of Property 
– Recreation
– Ecological Restoration
– Agriculture
– Sources of conflict with invasive plant 

management?
– Is usage of fire or herbicide limited?

Gathering Information

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
	What are the human uses of the property?  Hunting?  Bird watching?  Are wheeled vehicles allowed such as ATVs?  Many recreational users unintentionally introduce or spread invasive plants, so it’s important to know who’s out there and especially how they’re getting around.  Make sure to note both sanctioned and unsanctioned recreational activities.  
	Is one of your goals for the property to restore native plant communities and/or wildlife habitat?  Or is your land in the Conservation Reserve Program to provide tax relief and protect erodible soils?  Is it an active pasture?  Are there conflicts between invasive plant management and any of these uses?   If there are regular visitors to your property, will burning or herbicide application present any issues?�



Plant Inventory

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now we’re getting down to the nitty gritty of the problem.  What are the invasive plants on your site and where are they located?  An invasive plant inventory can be very simple, such as this map from Schmeeckle Reserve in Steven’s Point.  Even a map like this is very helpful in visualizing the bigger picture on an entire site.�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Or, they can be much more precise, using GPS to mark waypoints and GIS mapping to generate maps such as this.  Here, they used a simple gradation of circle sizes to denote the varying densities of the garlic mustard patches.�



Source(s) of Invasion

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Once you’ve determined the property uses and facilities, conducted your inventory and made a map, you can start trying to speculate on the source or sources of invasion.  If we look at the reed canary grass invasion on this map, marked in yellow, what might you speculate are two sources of invasion and means of spread? [roadside mowing, water]  What about the spotted knapweed, in pink?  [vehicle tires at parking lot]�



Source(s) of Invasion

• Past disturbances:  grazing, logging, road
construction, quarrying

• Current disturbances:  erosion, run-off, grazing
• Recreational users (footwear, tire treads, horses)
• Wildlife
• Roadside mowing
• Waterways
• Neighbor’s property
• Vehicle tires (parking lots, roads, trails)
• Improperly treated compost
• Gravel or topsoil delivered from off-site
• Don’t forget land managers!!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
[Read Slide]�



• Resources
– Funding
– Labor pool
– Tools/Equipment
– Time limitations

Gathering Information

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Lastly, it is essential to assess your resources for any invasive plant management project.  This information will play an important role in the setting of Objectives.  Resources include:  1) Funding – Do you have money to pay your employees to do this work?  Or to hire a contractor?  Or to pay for supplies, especially herbicide?  2) Labor Pool – Perhaps you are low in funding, but rich in volunteer labor.  This is certainly with the case of The Prairie Enthusiasts!  3) Tools/Equipment – Do you have the tools and equipment to get the job done, or do they need to be purchased or rented?  Can you borrow them?  4) Time Limitations – Does your funding for this work only last a limited time?  Will your labor source be limited after a certain point? �



Management Planning
 

Gathering Information
 

Setting Goals
 

Selecting Actions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now we’ve got an excellent foundation established for setting some realistic goals!  I am going to introduce you to some materials that were developed for a forest invasives workshop that I co-taught in 2005.�



Representative Fred Clark
42nd

 

Assembly District

Credit for Invasive Species Management Planning Schema

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
I have permission to reuse these materials as long as I give them proper credit.  Fred Clark of Clark Forestry (and now Representative Clark) co-taught this workshop with me, and he gets credit for developing what I consider to be a really slick system, or “schema” to help people determine their management plan goals and actions.  Bear in mind that some of the examples are oriented toward urban foresters, but the concepts are equally relevant to grassland managers.�



Zero Tolerance

• Complete elimination of an invasive plant
on a local scale

• Most aggressive and ambitious Goal

• New or emerging invasions managed aggressively

• May involve multiple Actions

• Requires intensive dedication of resources

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
First, let’s consider the Goal called “Zero Tolerance.”  [Read Slide] One can only realistically adopt this Goal if they have very carefully evaluated the situation and available resources.  This Goal is most appropriate in areas with very little to no invasive plants, and especially in the case of new introductions.  I encourage you to learn more about our state’s Early Detection and Rapid Response initiative, where we have identified NEW invaders that are likely to invade Wisconsin but haven’t yet, or are only just getting started.  With these plants, unlike with invasives that are widespread such as garlic mustard or spotted knapweed, we have a chance to implement a Zero Tolerance objective successfully.  You can learn more about this by looking at the MIPN “Keep a Lookout” flier that you received with your program this morning.�



Acceptable Threshold

• Limits dominance
 

or impact
 

of invasive species

• Makes use of cost‐effective tools and techniques

• Regular monitoring required to evaluate success

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
For most species and most situations, this Goal is reasonable and achievable.  The idea is to limit the dominance or impact of an invasive plant.  In most situations, Zero Tolerance, or eradication, simply isn’t realistic or possible.  But limiting dominance is.  The tricky part is identifying what threshold is acceptable, and is very much dependent upon the nature of the invasion and available resources. The key to successful implementation of this Goal is cost-effective use of limited tools and techniques.  Since the target invasive is never eliminated from the site under this Goal, regular monitoring is necessary to evaluate effectiveness of management.�



Slow the Spread

• Limits spread of invasive species to new areas

• When resources for active control unavailable

• Minimum
 

level of responsible management

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Slow the Spread is the goal of limiting spread of invasive plants where resources for active control are unavailable.  This should be considered the MINIMUM level of responsible management!  If you do NOTHING ELSE, make sure to take some initiative to contain your invasive population.  Fred intended this Goal to mainly address slowing the spread of invasive plants by human activities (footwear, tires, equipment, etc.).�



No to Very Light Infestation.  
Few Scattered 
Satellite 
Populations

Moderate Density 
Infestation - With Many 
Satellite 
Populations  

High Density 
Infestation - 
Population 
Epicenter

ZT
AT

Managed Property
SS

Invasive Plant Management Zones Concept

Direction of Control Efforts 

ZT = Zero Tolerance

AT = Acceptable Threshold

SS = Slow the Spread

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Quite often, you have a situation where you divide your site into management units, with different Goals for each unit.  In the highest-density area, or the invasive plant population epicenter, you may identify “Slow the Spread” as the only reasonable Goal.  As you move away from that zone, however, the situation becomes more manageable, though not to the point of complete eradication; here is your Acceptable Threshold zone.  Lastly, the areas with no to very light infestation can be labeled Zero Tolerance zones, where existing small populations can be eliminated, and new invasions can be pounced on.  If there’s one principle that you should always follow with invasive plant management, it is to start work in your cleanest areas with the least amount of invasives!  Containment has to be your first priority.  Also, you will limit spread from the epicenter outward of you stay out of that nasty area as much as possible, or leave it until you’re finished working in the more lightly infested areas!�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
So, if we look at this example from Leopold Memorial Reserve again, we see that the land managers used their map to identify two management zones…�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Here’s another example, where the land managers applied the three management zones to deal with garlic mustard at Devil’s Lake State Park.  The primary source of garlic mustard was at the campgrounds.  They encircled these areas as “Slow the Spread” zones because the habitat was low-quality, the infestations were formidable, and the entire management area was vast.  They don’t really care if the garlic mustard persists in the yellow areas, as long as it doesn’t LEAVE these areas.  Do you agree with this strategy?�



Management Planning:
 

Gathering Information
 

Setting Goals
 

Selecting Actions

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now we need to learn about various Actions that one can take to achieve their goals.�



Action #1:  KILL THEM ALL!
• Pull
• Dig/Excavate
• Smother 

• Girdle
• Cut 
• Spray
• Burn
• Infect or Infest

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Let’s begin with actions that you implement to meet a Zero Tolerance Goal.  This involves the many delightful ways of killing the invasive plants.  I’m not going to spend time on this action, because I think that we already understand the concept of killing invasives.  It’s the one action that we all of done on a regular basis.  What I want you to do is think about other actions that just killing invasive plants…�



Action #2:  LIMIT SHADING

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
For example, if we are trying to achieve an Acceptable Threshold Goal, one action that we might take is to limit shading.  Limiting shading of desirable plants by perennial invasive species can be achieved with cutting, mowing and grazing.  This is one way that you can tip the balance away from the invasives and in favor of the natives. For example, let’s say you’ve got an active pasture full of spotted knapweed, and keeping the cows out of the pasture is not an option.  This limits your ability to spray the knapweed with herbicide.  One way to limit its dominance, then, is to mow the knapweed when the flower buds are formed.  The basal rosettes will still remain, but it’s not creating excessive shade for your desirable forage plants. Additionally, this prevents it from going to seed, which is another action we will discuss in a moment.�



Action #3:  LIMIT CONTINUING GROWTH

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Another Acceptable Threshold Action is to limit continuing growth.  You may not be able to get rid of all of the invasive perennials, but you can certainly try to limit their ability to grow any further.  This is another way of limiting their dominance over the desirable plants whose growth and competitiveness you wish to promote. If you’ve got 1,500 acres of grassland with 50 stems per acre of buckthorn and honeysuckle, most of which is small sized, you may not have the resources to cut and treat every single stem.  But if you’ve got continuous fuel, annual prescribed burns could maintain these shrubs at an acceptable threshold.  The fire probably won’t kill them, but it will limit further growth of these plants, and also limit their dominance over the desirable grassland plants. �



Action #4:  Limit Reproduction

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Another reasonable Acceptable Threshold may be to limit reproduction.  This may involve culling fruit-bearing trees and shrubs, or mowing herbaceous invasives to prevent seed-set.  For example, across our same imaginary 1,500-acre grassland, suppose that about 10% of the buckthorn and honeysuckle are berry producers.  It may be realistic to seek out, cut and treat with herbicide the berry producers; you are then HALTING the reproductive process and limiting the introduction of new plants (though you can’t stop the birds from bringing in plants from next door).  Sometimes, you may not be able to completely prevent reproduction of an invasive plant.  For example, you can mow a patch of sweet clover in July when MOST of the plants are blooming, but a small percentage of late bloomers will be released from their shady big brothers and sisters, and within a month you’ve got a whole new cohort of shorty sweet clovers with seeds.  They are often difficult to mow since they’re so short.  But maybe your best reasonable goal is for an acceptable threshold where you limit 80% of the plants from going to seed.  True, this does not represent complete control, but it does represent progress.  Through attrition over time, the seed bank and sweet clover pressure will get less and less, until you may get it to a level where you can modify your goal to 100% prevention of seed-set.�



Action #5:  
PROMOTE GROWTH OF DESIRABLE PLANTS

• Burn

• Plant

• Seed or interseed

• Quickly revegetate bare areas

• Consider soil remediation

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
This action should be mandatory whenever your goal is for zero tolerance or for maintaining an acceptable threshold.  Weed scientists have taught us that competition is one of the greatest tools to battle invasive plants.  Do whatever you can to tip give the desirable plants a boost:  secure more light for them, conduct prescribed burns, interseed.  If you’ve created a bare spot through your management activities, you MUST revegetate that spot QUICKLY with desirable plants.  Use non-persistent cover crops to fill that niche while your desired perennials are getting established.  Another consideration is that some invasives are known to have allelopathic qualities.  Garlic mustard is known to destroy micorrhizal fungi in the soil, which is extremely important for the growth of our native plants.  Some refer to the dead zone that results after a thicket of buckthorn is removed as a ‘buckthorn desert,’ as nothing seems to grow there; nothing, that is, except other exotic invasives.  While no one that I know of has attempted to remediate this situation, I might suggest that you introduce soil transplants from adjacent unaffected soils to restore native microorganisms.�



Action #6: SITE LEVEL SANITATION

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Now we will discuss actions that one can take to meet a goal of Slow the Spread.  As I said earlier, this goal is something that all land managers should be trying to do as a bare minimum.  One action that will help achieve this goal is site-level sanitation.  People are a major source of spread of invasive plants.  Numerous approaches to this issue have been developed.�



Ideas for Site‐Level Sanitation

• Boot brushes at trailheads

• ATV/Bike‐washing stations at trailheads

• Close or reroute trails

• Remediate erosion

• Clean mowing/maintenance equipment

• Adjust mowing schedule

• Operate in clean areas first and infested areas 
 

l

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
[Read Slide]�



Action #7: 
MONITORING AND EARLY DETECTION

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Another action that all land managers should be conducting, either formally or casually, is monitoring.  This is the most cost-effective means of invasive species control and is the heart of pro-active management.  Inventory of some kind is a necessary part of management planning.  This can be as annual walk-through surveys with hand-written notes or as involved as community plot monitoring.  If areas are very large, at least try to identify and monitor known or suspected sources of invasion (trails, roads, etc.).�



Action #8: 
EDUCATION & AWARENESS

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Many or most casual natural area users have no knowledge of invasive species and their effects.  Increased user awareness will help build support for programs, increase acceptance of the need for management (especially practices that disrupt recreation), and help influence appropriate behavior, minimizing unwanted introductions and spread.  This may involve posting signs or displays at trailheads or visitors centers.  Signs can explain current management actions, limit access to infested areas, or alert them to report new invasions observed during their visit to the site manager.  Invasive plant field trips, volunteer work parties and invasive plant potlucks can also help promote awareness of the issues.  If you do not manage a public site, it is still important to train all of your employees or volunteers on the various invasive plants that are on site and what measures they should take to limit their spread.�



Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
[Use this as a group charette to apply new principles]�



Management:  
 Control Methods and Concepts

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Before we wrap things up, I want to convey to you some important methods and concepts that will help you achieve success in your invasive plant management.�



Know your Enemy! 
• Life cycle and phenology

-Perennial or monocarpic

- Leaf‐out, blooming, fruiting times

• Mode of spread
-Wind

-Water

- Seed 

-Rhizomes or stolons

-Birds or other wildlife

• Windows of Maximum Vulnerability 
-boot stage for grasses

- spring leaf‐out for shrubs

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
First of all, learn about the life cycle and phenology, mode of spread, and windows of maximum vulnerability of the invasive plant you’re battling.  This information will be vital in identifying the best strategies and timing to insure successful control.  �



Integrated Pest Management

• Observe and Adapt
• Be creative
• Utilize multiple tools and techniques 

 throughout the course of a year

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is an effective and environmentally sensitive approach to pest management that relies on a combination of common-sense practices. IPM programs use current, comprehensive information on the life cycles of pests and their interaction with the environment. This information, in combination with available pest control methods, is used to manage pest damage by the most economical means, and with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the environment.
�



Review Management Plan 
 Annually

• Modify Objectives and Strategies 
 based on monitoring observations

• Anticipate your enemy’s next move, 
 and PLAN AHEAD!

Presenter�
Presentation Notes�
[Read Slide]
Regarding anticipating and planning, as an example, if you burn a prairie that is infested with sweet clover, you can predict that germination of this invasive will be stimulated, resulting in a massive flush of plants.  This can be a great strategy if you’re trying to exhaust the seedbank in a short amount of time, as long as you’re prepared and able to deal with the consequences.  If you know that the first year after the burn results in first-year plants, you need to gather necessary resources to allow for a timely mowing at flowering time in the second summer after the burn.�



Technical Support:  
 Organizations and Websites



Invasive Plants Association of Wisconsin
 www.ipaw.org

• Working List

• ListServ

• Conferences

• Fact sheets on major invasives

• Management tips

• Regional invasive‐control groups



IPAW LISTSERV



The Nature Conservancy
 http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu/index.html

• “Element Stewardship Abstracts”
 

or ESA’s

• Tool Reviews

• Weed Control Methods Handbook

• Weed Information Management System



WIMS – Weed Information Management System

http://tncweeds.ucdavis.edu/wims.html



Wisconsin DNR Invasives
 dnr.wi.gov/invasives

•
 

One‐stop shopping for all invasives (plant, animal, 
 pathogen)

• Fact sheets

• Photo gallery

• State laws and policies

• List of Contractors who do invasive species control

• Wisconsin Manual of Control Recommendations for
Ecologically Invasive Plants



Ten Stages of Invasive Species Awareness

1. Outrage
2. Self‐Righteousness
3. Super Hero Complex
4. Panic
5. Exhaustion
6. Defeat
7. Depression
8. Wisdom
9. Amusement
10. Peace



A Challenging Day in the Field is 
ALWAYS Better Than a Day in the Office!

Have Fun!!
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